An SIS epidemic model with maturation delay is analysed. It is shown that the disease dies out when the basic reproduction number R -1, and the disease 0 remains endemic when R ) 1 in the sense of uniform persistence. When the 0 disease induced death rate is sufficiently small, the global attractivity of the endemic equilibrium is also proved. ᮊ
Functions B and B with n s 1 are used in fisheries and are known as 1 2 the Ricker function and the Beverton᎐Holt function, respectively. Func-Ž . tion B N N represents a constant immigration rate A together with a 3 linear birth term cN.
There have been many models for single-species population growth, which have taken into consideration the maturation delay, and most of these models basically fall into the following two types: 
where I is the infective population, S is the susceptible population, and N s I q S is the total population. Here ⑀ G 0 is the disease induced death 1 Ž rate constant, ␥ G 0 is the recovery rate constant is the average ␥ . infective time , and ) 0 is the contact rate constant. The standard I incidence function is used with giving the average number of adequate N contacts with infectives of one susceptible per unit time. For some diseases, this incidence function seems to fit the data better than mass action w x w x incidence; see Mena-Lorca and Hethcote 8 , de Jong et al. 2 , and the references therein. This model is obtained under the following assumptions:
Ž . A1 transmission of the disease occurs due to contact between susceptibles and infectives;
Ž . A2 there is no vertical transmission; Ž . A3 the disease confers no immunity, and thus upon recovery an Ž infective individual returns to the susceptible class hence the name SIS . model . This type of model is appropriate for some bacterial infections. For a fatal disease, the recovery rate constant is set to zero, giving an SI model. Ž . Because of the relation N s I q S, for 1.4 it is sufficient to consider Ž . Ž . general B N and ⑀ ) 0, the dynamics of 1.5 remains undetermined, and this paper makes an attempt in this direction. In other words, we will Ž . Ž . investigate the threshold dynamics of system 1.5 for more general B N satisfying some biologically reasonable conditions, and we will allow ⑀ ) 0. Our approach will be a combination of the theory of monotone dynamical systems, theory of asymptotically autonomous semiflows, some abstract persistence theorems, and a perturbation technique.
THRESHOLD DYNAMICS

Ž .
We first impose the following conditions on 1.5 :
and de ) B ϱ ; and there exists a G . In order to get the existence, uniqueness, and positive invariance of Ž .
It is easy to verify that F is globally Lipschitz on R 2 ,
Ž .
Ž . Using S s N y I, system 1.5 is transformed into the following nonlinear delayed system
, and I t, G 0, S t, G 0 for all t G 0 in its maximal Ž . Ž . Ž . interval of existence. Then N t s S t q I t satisfies the differential inequality 
Ž . tive to X. To consider the dynamics of 1.5 , we extend it to the system
Ž . By the aforementioned conclusions for 2.1 , it then follows that for any
Ž . Ž . Thus we further have ⌽ t : X ª X , ⌽ t : Ѩ X ª Ѩ X , ᭙ t G 0, and
By the standard theory of FDE see, e.g., w x. Ž . Hale and Verduyn Lunel 6 , ⌽ t : X ª X is compact for each t ) T, 
and hence N t satisfies the differential inequality
Consider the linear delayed equation
Ž . 
Ž . Ž . N t G I t ) 0, ᭙ t G 0, and hence, by Eq. 1.5 , we get
It then follows that
Ž . Ž . and hence lim
I t s 0 exponentially. Thus N t satisfies the following t ªϱ non-autonomous delayed equation 
Ž . I t satisfies the differential inequality
Ž . 0, and hence lim I t s ϱ, which contradicts the boundedness of
In view of Claims 1 and 2 above, it is easy to see that M and M are 1 2 Ž
Ž . positive ⑀ satisfying H1 , the semiflow ⌽ t is uniformly persistent with Ž . respect to X , Ѩ X in the sense that there is a ␤ ) 0 such that
In the case that the disease induced death rate ⑀ is sufficiently small and the basic reproduction number R ) 1, we have the following result 0 on the global attractivity of the endemic equilibrium. .
Ž . any g X, the solution I t, , N t, of 2.2 satisfies N t G I t G 0, t G 0, and Ž . ⌽ ⑀ , t be the solution semiflow generated by 2.2 . As mentioned before, w x Ž . for each ⑀ g 0, ⑀ and t ) T, ⌽ ⑀ , t : X ª X is compact. It then easily 0 Ž . w x follows that for any fixed t ) T, ⌽ и, t : 0, ⑀ ª X is continuous uni- Ž .
and hence D is compact in X. By Theorem 2.1, for Ž . death rate ⑀ is sufficiently small, we even have proved that the endemic equilibrium is globally attractive. Some numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 1 . There arises a natural question: When R ) 1, does the endemic 0 equilibrium remain globally attractive for large values of ⑀ ) 0? In proving Theorem 2.2, we made use of a perturbation theorem established in Smith w x and Waltman 11, Theorem 2.2 , and hence our approach fails to answer this question and the problem remains open. We hope to be able to solve this open problem by using some new technique in a forthcoming paper.
